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A History of the Mason in Society and the Development  

of the Lodge of Industry 

 

presented at a meeting in Gateshead on January, 23rd 2023  

of the Lodge of Industry No. 48 

 by the Master, W. Bro. Dr. Anthony T. Richardson 

 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Masonry began long before there was a Grand Lodge of England.  Our 

Modem Masonry with its symbols and ceremonies embodies facets of the work 
of Operative Masons.  Is it now seen as something merely as part of a whole 
range of Masonic Orders imparting certain moral values, and a keen awareness 
of the worthy demands made in the name of Charity or is it of great historical 
interest?. 
 

History is all around us.  From the time of the Romans, followed by the 
Saxons and Normans; through many years of strife and civil wars, through 
plagues and disasters. great Empires rose and fell; mighty Kings and Lords 
reigned and died, cities and towns rose and were burnt, and rose again.  For 
almost four hundred years, the Kings of Northumbria bore sway over much of 
the North of England.  Northumbria was a land entrenched in stone.  Castles. 
Towers. Churches and many other strong and imposing structures formed part 
of this, the last great frontier of England; and those structures had one common 
feature.  They had been erected by great toil and skill: the toil of the honest 
labouring man. supplemented by the skill of the Mason. 
 

The Mason was one of the core workers of medieval society.  His 
skills and cunning craft were much in demand, and many Masons, 
realising their worth, jealously guarded their secrets, and only a privileged 
few were allowed to share in them; and in the journeymen seeking work, 
they recognised other Masons by certain signs, tokens, and words.  At 
least, so it is assumed! 
 

The Medieval Mason 
 

In Westminster on Christmas Day 1066 the Coronation of King William I 
saw a new King reign over England.  For the most part, his justice was stem and 
fair, although he showed little mercy to those who opposed his rule.  William the 
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Conqueror brought over many of his own people who had supported him, by 
financing his wars, providing him with men and arms, and he rewarded his 
faithful followers by conferring upon them gifts of land, and creating titles and 
bestowing them with honours and giving them all authority to act in his name. 
 

Those followers even then were members of old and distinguished 
families, and even to this day, some still remain prominent in the public eye.  
They were quick to settle down and establish their domains, for they were now 
far from home, and had pledged total allegiance to the King.  The Normans 
consolidated their new kingdom by a variety of means.  In many areas, there 
was more or less peaceful integration with the Saxon population, and many 
welcomed, or at least, tolerated the economic stability and the rule of law which 
the Normans provided. 
 

In other areas, there was sullen discontent, if not open rebellion.  In the 
North, there was much unrest, which culminated in the murder of a 
Norman Baron and the fury of King William at this rebellion knew no 
bounds.  An avenging army marched northwards and laid waste to 
almost all of Northumberland and Durham, so that scarcely any village 
or town was left inhabited.  Those who escaped fled to Scotland or to the 
western areas, and for many years afterwards, the land-registers and 
rolls recorded the stark statement– “Here is Waste.” 
 

In the years that followed, some semblance of law and order 
gradually returned to the North, and the population began to grow again. 
Many returned from whence they had fled, and many more came from 
Normandy to seek and partake in the spoils of this new land.  Apart from 
the powerful Norman families who had settled in the North, such as the 
De Lavals, the De Percies and the De Umfravilles, the real power in the 
land rested with the Prince Bishops of Durham, who acted as Kings in all 
but name.  And to consolidate and defend their domains, they built great 
stone fortifications. They, secure behind the walls of great Keeps and 
towering battlements could rule over their feudal lands, mercilessly or 
kindly, according to their character.  As if to counter the aggressive 
militaristic bastions of strength and power, buildings of worship and prayer 
were erected.  From small churches to massive cathedrals, men laboured 
and worked in stone and in wood to build enduring and soaring 
monuments to the Glory of God. 
 

The Age of the Builders of Stone had arrived.  One group who had 
a profound influence upon the architectural and building styles of this 
period were the Knight Templars.  They specialised in many different 
skills such as banking, shipping and building.  They built their own 
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Castles, Temple Churches and other structures. The Templars were 
credited with having introduced Gothic Architecture to Europe, and 
assisted by the Cistercian Monks, were said to have built ten cathedrals 
alone in France. 
 

It is known that the Templars had at least eleven grades or degrees, 
each with their own elaborate rituals and ceremonies; some of which may 
have been later adopted for uses by the Masons, including the founding 
of the Lodge system which, as we are aware, was centred on King 
Solomon’s Temple.  In 1307, the Templars were ruthlessly suppressed by 
the Pope, acting in connivance with the King of France; but their legacy of 
great cathedral building lived on.  During the period of great castle and 
cathedral building, which spanned almost four centuries, there evolved 
four distinct grades or class of Mason: 
 
The Rough-Mason: who laid foundations, prepared and cut rough 
blocks of stone from the quarries, and used tools such as the axe and 
the hammer. 
 
The Free-Mason: who worked with axe, chisel and mallet on free-stone 
mouldings for doors, window ledges, and fireplaces and ovens. 
 
The Stone-Mason: who  worked in hard stone, alabaster and marble, 
and he being considered more skilful, carved out, life-size in stone and 
marble, effigies of the dead for tombs and monumental memorials 
 
The Master Mason: who worked over these workers and was the more 
skilled and experienced.  He had to search for, and provide the building 
materials, travelling to forests for timber, and to quarries for stone.  The 
responsibility for the adequacy and availability of the materials lay with 
him. 
 

The Master Mason 
 

The Master Mason was expected to oversee every aspect of the 
work, to act as employer, paymaster, clerk, and inspector of the work and 
to provide models to represent the completed building.  In addition to 
those duties, he often served as a builder and contractor in his own right. 
It is interesting to note that the post of Royal Mason survived until 
the reign of George II (1727-1760). 
 

The Master Mason of any large undertaking was often assisted 
by his Clerk, or Keeper of the Works. The Clerk would be responsible 
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for the keeping of records relating to the administration of the work, 
such as accounts and payments.  In many cases, he was also a 
Monk or Sacristan of a religious House.  This was because, in many 
communities, only the Monk or Parish Priest could read and write, 
and therefore could be trusted to keep accurate records and 
accounts. 
 

Those who served as Master Masons while in the service of the 
State were often men of great ability, and in several instances were 
promoted to high office within the State. Notably in 1389, Geoffrey 
Chaucer was appointed Clerk of the Works to Westminster Palace 
and the Tower of London, amongst other things, earning him the 
staggering recompense of two shillings per day! 
 

As stated, the Master Mason was responsible for the daily 
routine and allocation of the work to undertaken in respect of the 
intended structure.  In many cases, workmen had to be summoned 
from different parts of the country, as the numbers of local workmen 
were often in short supply; and indeed, there were instances of men 
being effectively ‘press-ganged’ into service, in manner not unlike the 
Naval Press Gangs of later years. 

 
One method of raising the necessary workforce was for the King or 

Baron to issue an edict to the High Sheriff of the Country, ordering him to 
provide a number of men either from his own household or from his 
farmsteads. It often became the case that the numbers of men provided 
by the Sheriff, whilst adequate, tended to be more unskilled than skilled. 
The sheer amount of building work going on at this time meant that there 
was a serious shortage in skilled labour, 
 

By the beginning of the 14th Century, it was found necessary to 
grant to the Master Mason the legal powers to impress skilled workers if 
he could find them; but given the shorter life expectancies in those days, 
and that working and living conditions on the building sites were 
hazardous, to say the least, it is hardly surprising that despite the vast 
numbers of workers employed on any given structure, the work could- and 
did- last for several decades. The Black Death (1348-49) so decimated 
the country, including the workforce, that the shortage of skilled craftsmen 
became more acute; and there was actually a Royal Proclamation issued 
which forbade private employers or landowners to employ a skilled 
craftsman to hew or lay stone without the permission of the King, and there 
were very few exceptions granted to this edict, but several cathedrals or 
ducal residences which enjoyed the Kings’ favour usually managed to 
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circumnavigate those restrictions. 
 

There were, of course, no formal training schools or centres for the 
mason.  His experience was learned ‘on the job’ so to speak.  Some 
establishments such as cathedrals maintained a permanent workforce of 
resident masons who were responsible for the fabric and maintenance of 
the building, but with the increasing amount of castle and cathedral 
building, the craft of masonry began to pass into the hands of the lay, or 
unskilled worker, who was then taught his trade under the supervision and 
instruction of a more experienced mason. 
 

In addition to working on the site, training and instruction was often 
given at the local quarries from whence the stone was supplied.  Some 
quarries were owned by the Crown, others by private individuals.  The 
stone was sometimes supplied, unshaped and in rough-hewn blocks, but 
it was often the case that the cost of transporting those blocks was 
expensive, and in an effort to cut the costs, the custom of working the 
stone, cither in part or completely, at the quarries became more 
widespread. 
 

This system of working the raw materials was carried a stage 
further, by the erection of workshops, or lodges, near to the quarries or 
building sites; and there, the workmen could eat. sleep and keep their 
working tools near to hand.  In inclement weather, some work could also 
be undertaken indoors. 
 

There were also certain rules and customs which were drawn up, 
and which varied from area to area, but their common factor was that they 
were designed to set out certain standards, or codes of conduct for the 
regulation of the workforce, and it became the duty of the Master Mason 
to see that those rules were duly observed. 
 

The system of taking on apprentices, so widely practised in other 
trades was not widely known among the early masons.  In the first 
instance, many masons were travelling, or journeymen masons, seeking 
work wherever it was to be found. 
 

There were some independent masons, rather like sculptors or 
stonemasons who could afford to work from home, especially if he had the 
favour of a wealthy patron.  It is quite possible that such independent 
workmen could well have afforded to take on apprentices, who could then 
learn their trade from their Master.  Some old accounts speak of masons 
as having ‘servants’, but these were most likely to have been unskilled 
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labourers, who for a pittance would perform such tasks as carrying stones 
or mixing mortar. 
 

There is of course one further class of mason, and this the monk-
mason.  It is perhaps, somewhat unusual to think of those monastic 
brethren as being toilers in stone, but there is ample evidence to show 
that, far from being steeped in piety and prayer, the medieval monks were 
quite wise in the ways of the world. 
 

It should be remembered, then, as now. monastic houses had to be 
self-sufficient.  Monks tended vegetable gardens, kept sheep and goats, 
copied out manuscripts, sold produce or rented out land to tenant-farmers.  
They had to supplement their income by whatever means were available, 
and in order to keep maintenance costs down, essential repairs to the 
monastery would be carried out by the monks themselves and they would 
only go to the extreme of hiring outside labour if the work proved to be too 
great or specialised for them.  One may wonder how the monks gained 
the practical experience to work in stone and in wood, but it is not perhaps 
unreasonable to suggest that late entrants to the Monks Habit must, in 
secular life, have been skilled craftsmen or labourers. 
 

There can be no doubt, also, that in many instances, the monks 
greatly influenced the interior decoration of their churches.  Rood Screens, 
painted murals, carved crucifixes, ornate ceiling bosses, all did much to 
enhance the often-stark environment of the medieval church; also the 
illustrated biblical scenes served as texts or reminders to the uneducated 
and illiterate.  Whilst it is almost certain that the monk-masons worked 
without or very little pay, the same cannot be said for the ordinary working 
mason.  What was his worth?  And what wages to him were due? 
 

The monastic records of the Priory at Lindisfarne (Holy Island) 
have survived and show details of the purchases which the monks made 
for their personal needs, such as food and spices which they themselves 
could not provide and material with which to make clothing or shoes.  On 
many occasions, there was a need to recourse to outside aid, viz: 
 

The Mason: 47 weeks work at 43s-10d (12d per week) 
The Clerk, for shaving the monks for a year, 4s  
To the cowherd, for watching the Prior's cows, 3d 
Beer for the monks, for one year. 23s-10d  
The experienced Mason at 16.5d per week 

 
It appears from the above, that a mason was paid on a weekly scale, 
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and his wages were reckoned from the day, the week, or the month, and 
sometimes, by the year, but never, it seems, by the hour.  Some monastic 
houses provided free board and lodging for the workmen, and in all 
probability allowed them holidays on Holy Days or Saint’s Days.  There 
are also instances of masons having been paid by piece-work, a practice 
which no doubt many of them resented, for it meant the work would only 
be paid for the duration of that particular job, and therefore there was no 
guarantee of any regular pay after the completion of the piece-work.  It 
also gave the employer the opportunity of placing the workman under 
undue pressure to finish off that piece of work. 
 

*********************************** 
 

Lodge of Industry, No. 48 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

Whether the Lodge of Industry No. 48 of Freemasons existed prior 
to the year 1717 is not clear.  It certainly became known at that date to the 
Grand Lodge, but there are no records until 1725 when, as the old Minute 
book shows, the Members were fully operative Masons. 
 

Sir Ambrose Crowley in 1690 fixed on the previously little 
distinguished village of Winlaton as a suitable site for his ironworks having 
first attempted to establish himself at Sunderland some eight years 
previously. But the inhabitants of that town gave him but little 
encouragement.  Both himself and his workmen were voted nuisances.  
Because of this inhospitable reception he transferred his operations to a 
more congenial spot on which Winlaton now stands.  This new position 
offered many facilities for conducting his business. 

 
A code of laws was instituted for the preservation of good order of 

the workforce, and a court of arbitrators was held every ten weeks to 
determine disputes and appeals, by which their differences or claims to 
justice were settled in an easy and expeditious manner.  The fees being 
fixed at a moderate rate they consequently avoided the expense of 
external law suits,.  It was the principal tribunal of the settlement from 
which there was no appeal.  The compulsory power consisted in 
expulsion, which included a forfeiture of the claim on the fund to which 
they had been contributing while in the Society.  If a debtor questioned the 
ruling and rebelled against its authority, he sacrificed his employment.  
One particular regulation of note restricts publicans from suing in the 
courts for debts contracted for drink. 
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A Chapel with seating for 300 people was built at Winlaton in 1705.  

The workmen chose a Minister of their own, and contributed for his 
support from their wages.  Schools were established at Winlaton, Winlaton 
Mill and Swalwell for the children.  A surgeon was also appointed to 
provide medical support for all of the families.  When any workman was ill 
he had money advanced when superannuated or disabled.  He was given 
a weekly maintenance fee, and at his death his family was provided for. 

 
In its high day, 1500 thoroughly independent men were employed.  

From 1690 until about 1815, after which the Winlaton Works were closed,  
the majority of production, consisting of iron work for the English. 
Government, was made at Swalwell and Winlaton Mill. 

 
The working schedule of the establishment comprised 15 hours 

each day, from 5 a.m. until 8 p.m.  The factory bell rang every night at 9 
o’clock, when all were expected to retire to rest.  This was, no doubt, 
sometimes ignored, as the Church books at Ryton have an entry in 1745 
of a payment of 4d [£1.70] to the Constable of Winlaton for giving notice 
to people not to keep late hours. 
 

In all probability 1717 was the date of the Swalwell brethren 
becoming affiliated with the Grand Lodge as an operative body.  The 
present history of the Lodge of Industry is derived mostly from its ancient 
Minutes, a great portion of which were unfortunately lost or destroyed in 
the stormy periods of the Eighteenth Century, when Freemasonry in the 
north passed through troublesome times along with the country generally.  
There were few written or printed documents or records of the Lodge at 
that period of warlike turmoil, for our brethren then were doubtless wary 
enough not to complicate themselves, either as Masons or Citizens.  That 
there was reason for this is apparent from the traditions handed down to 
the effect that, at times, the members had to resort to the hillsides and out 
of the way places on Derwentside to hold their Lodge meetings free from 
suspicion and any surprises from those who were not favourable to the 
Craft. 

 
The first constitution was granted on March 8th, 1735, and was 

consecrated by the Provincial Grand Master from Swalwell, Joseph 
Lacock.  The number allotted being No. 132 on the Roll of Grand Lodge. 

 
The old Minute Book, with the original Warrant dated the 24th June, 

1735, along with other precious documents and property of the Lodge 
went missing before the year 1770.  It is supposed that the unsettled state 
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of the country during the disturbances of 1745 broke up the meetings, and 
the Lodge fell into decay.  A Charter of Confirmation of the lost Warrant 
was therefore granted in October, 1771, by the Grand Master of England, 
the Duke of Beaufort and a new constitution was granted on October 
16th, 1773. 
 

The lost Minutes were fortunately recovered by the proprietor of the 
Dunston Asylum, who found them for sale on a bookstall.  He purchased 
and presented them to the Lodge in 1845, after he had been admitted a 
member.  It was he who was also particularly helpful in reviving the Lodge 
by transferring it from Swalwell to Gateshead in that year. The various 
records of regular Meetings, Annual Appointments of Provincial Grand 
Masters by the Lodge, W.M’s. and Officers, and many entries of 
Apprentices’ Indentures are duly noted, and represent an interesting 
epoch in local Masonic history.  There exists a further volume containing 
written records of the Lodge from 1780 to 1839, and from 1843 up to 1845. 
 

The authority for our Masonic purposes lies in a book restored and 
rebound in 1885, in which many pages of hand-painted headings and are  
illuminated borders done by one of the eminent Artist brothers Dalziel.  It 
rests on each meeting on the Master’s table.  The names of the W.M’s. 
are written in from the year 1733 until the present time. 
 

Now the enumeration of the Lodge on the Roll of Grand Lodge has 
varied considerably: 

 
132 in 1735;  117 in 1740;  72 in 1756; 61 in 1770;  Swalwell Lodge No. 
6148 in 1781;  44 in 1792;  64 in 1813 56 in 1832.  

 
From 1863 it is recorded as No. 48 as it is today. 
 

 
 

These offer a fascinating insight into the social and economic life of 
our former Brethren and could provide material for many hours of study.  
Most of these are common sense and are equally valid in today’s 
environment.  For brevity, however, only a few significantly different facets 
of life in a Masonic Lodge will be highlighted. 
 

1. No Mason may be a common player at Dice or any unlawful games 
whereby the Craft may be slandered or evil spoken of. 

2. No Fellow may go into the town at night except with Fellows that 
may bear witness he was in good company. 
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3. Every Master or Fellow upon due warning shall not fail to attend the 
Assembly upon the Annual General Meeting Day, if he be within 50 
miles of it. 

APPRENTICES ORDERS 
 

You will not steal, nor commit adultery or fornication, nor frequent 
Taverns or Alehouses, nor contract Matrimony with any woman 
during your apprenticeship (except with your Master’s knowledge 
and consent), nor neglect to pay honestly for your meals and drink, 
etc. 

 
GENERAL ORDERS 

 
1. The Principal Meeting each year will be on June 24th, with three on 

the remaining Quarter days: September 29th, December 27th, and 
March 25th. 
 

2, On first admission to the Lodge the joining fee is 10/6 [£53.55] 
3. No woman that comes to speak to her husband or any other person 

shall be admitted into the room, but permitted to speak at the door.  
No woman may be admitted to serve Drink. 

 
PENAL ORDERS 

 
Fines issued were frequent amongst which include: 
 
(2d) 85p  Calling for or ordering any liquor, &c., except by direction of the 

Master or Deputy during the time of Assembly; 
         Not standing up and speaking through the Master - per offence; 
         Not attending if within two miles of the Lodge. 
(4d) £1.70  Cursing, swearing, or using indecent language - for each      

offence. 
(6p) £2.55  For Non-attendance of Brethren at Lodge meetings; 
          For staying out after 10 o’clock on the Meeting night without the 

Master’s leave; 
         For failing to wear gloves and aprons. 
(1/-) £5.10  For Lying or swearing in the Lodge room; 
         For failure by the Master to issue a summons a least two full days 

before a meeting; 
         For Any Master or Warden absenting themselves from meetings; 
         For being drunk on Sundays. 
 
(2/-) £10.20  When neglecting to attend the Principal Meeting or 4 of the 
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meeting days successively. 
 
(2/6) £12.75  For the Master being absent at the Principal Meeting. 
(10/-) £51.01  For failure to maintain principal matters relating to the 

secrets of the craft; 
 

LAWS AND ORDERS FOR A MASONIC CLUB 
 

1. There shall be 12 meeting per year each to close at 10 p.m. 
2. No one shall be admitted a Member of this Society under the age of 

21 years, or over the age of 40, without the majority of the Society in 
agreement. 

3. Existing ailments are exempt from financial relief from the Box Fund. 
4. If after one year of membership a member is rendered uncapable of 

working, he shall receive 5/- [£25..50] per week.  After one whole 
year this becomes 2/- [£12.75] per week. 

5. If any Member of this Society relying on the Box is found guilty of any 
fraud he shall forfeit his week’s allowance for the first offence, and 
for the second offence be excluded from the Society without any 
return of money. 

6. If any Member has by a debauched life contracted a Venereal 
Disease, they shall have no benefit for the said predicament.  
Therefore, if thought fit by the Society, a Surgeon, Doctor, or any 
other person, if sufficiently qualified, shall inspect the infirmity of any 
Member relying on the Box. 

7. From December 26, 1761. all new Members to be admitted into this 

Society shall at first entrance be subject to pay 15/6 [£79.06], but 

Gentlemen Masons not wishing to be a Box member to pay one 

guinea [£107.12]. 

8. It is agreed this 6th June, 1774, that any Brother proposing a 
Candidate shall pay thereon 5/- [£25.50] to be forfeited if he appears 
not to be made on the first Meeting after being offered, unless some 
satisfactory reasons be assigned to the Brethren for such omission. 

9. Resolved that each Member by rotation stands as Tyler for one night 
or finds a substitute for the same; fined 6d [£2.55]. 

10. Any of the Brethren presuming to sit or stand in the presence of the 
Master with his hat on his head in an open Lodge shall be fined 6d 
[£2.55]. 

11. Every Member of the Fund shall contribute 6d [£2.55] towards the 
expenses incurred at each Monthly or Quarterly Meeting, at which 
he shall be present. 

12. If any Member dies £2 [£202.04] shall be defrayed towards his 
funeral charge and £3 [£303.06] for his widow.  Each surviving Club  
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Member shall contribute 1/- [£5.10]. 
13. For attending a funeral, each Member shall at his own expense 

purchase a black crape hatband and black gloves, or be fined 2/6 

[£12.75]. 

14. If the wife of a Brother dies after March, 25th, 1753, he shall be 
allowed £2 [£203.04] towards her funeral charges  

    15. Every Member having a child dying between one month and 

fifteen 3-years of age shall be paid £1 [£102.02 ] out of the Fund to 

enable him to bury such child decently.  Each Fund Member to pay 

in 2d [85p]. 

     16.That £7 [£714.12] be paid out of the Fund to each deceased 

Member’s Heir, Executor, Administrator, or Assign at the first 

Meeting after the funeral of the deceased, and at the same time 

each Member belonging the Fund shall contribute 1/- [£5.10] in 

consideration of the said legacy being paid out of the Fund. 

 

CLOSING REMARKS 

 

Obviously a lot has changed in the intervening years in the lives of 

ordinary Brethren most of whom are now of a Speculative nature.  

Financial considerations then and now are significantly different.  The 

highly volatile nature of inflation and associated purchasing power of the 

pound sterling in the 18th and early 19th centuries make direct 

comparison somewhat difficult.  Consequently figures given here should 

be taken as illustrative.  They have been calculated using the Office of 

National Statistics estimation that £100 in 1805 is equivalent in 

purchasing power today of about £10,201.73. 

 

Brethren, Are you now in a better position to know whether or not life 

then as a Mason would have been as simple or more complicated and 

demanding than we find it today?  

 
********************************** 
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£100 in 1805 = £10,201.73 today in purchasing power. 
 
£100 in 1805 is equivalent in purchasing power to about £10,201.73 
today, an increase of £10,101.73 over 217 years. The pound had an 
average inflation rate of 2.15% per year between 1805 and today, 
producing a cumulative price increase of 10,101.73%. 

 

The British pound has lost 99.095% of its value since 1805 Updated: 

December 13, 2022. £100 in 1805 is equivalent in purchasing power to 

about 2.18% per year between 1805 and today.  This means that today's 

prices are 110.44 times as high as average prices since 1805, according 

to the Office for National Statistics composite price index.  A pound 

today only buys 0.905% of what it could buy back then. 


